
  

 

SKYLER SAMULES AND KAPIL TALWALKAR  

ARE IN A RACE AGAINST TIME IN  

MY DREAMS OF YOU  

A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING AUGUST 10, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 

Part of Hallmark Channel’s Summer Nights Movie Stunt 

STUDIO CITY, CA – July 12, 2024 – A woman dreams about a man she’s never met who 
was mistakenly inserted into her dreams by a clerical error in Dream Central.  She tries to find 
him before any memories of each other are erased when Skyler Samuels (Aurora Teagarden 
Mysteries) and Kapil Talwalkar (Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist) star in My Dreams of You, a new 
original premiering Saturday, August 10 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel.  

A struggling novelist Grace McMahon (Samules) is a lot more successful in getting temp 
work than being published.  One night, Grace begins a series of dreams in which she experiences 

an ongoing romance with Michael (Talwalkar), an aspiring musician.  Unfortunately, her recurring 
dreams of Michael are due to a clerical mix-up by Alura (Cecilia Lee, The Holiday Swap), a new 
hire in “Dreamland.”  Fearing the error will cause a rift in the natural course of events, Grace is 
transported to “Dreamland” to wipe her memory of Michael and the dreams. Arriving in 
“Dreamland,” Grace learns that Michael is alive and living nearby.  Wanting to see if their romantic 
connection could be real, she rushes to find Michael before all memories of him are erased.  When 
they finally meet in person, she is shocked to find that he has no idea who she is.  The 
“Dreamland” team pursue Grace and Michael across the country, determined to fix their mistake.  
Racing against time Grace hopes to form a connection with Michael that cannot be undone and 

to prove that for once fate is on her side.   
My Dreams of You is from Hallmark Media.  Joey Plager and Shane Boucher are executive 

producers.  Hayden Baptise and Brooklin Watson serve as producers.   The film is directed by 
Kevin Fair from a script by Gary Templeton and Marcy Holland.  
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